Abstract-The challenge of accurately simulating how incident scalar waves interact with rough boundaries has made it an important area of research within many scientific disciplines. Conventional methods, which in the majority of cases focus only on scattering in two dimensions, often suffer from long simulation times or reduced accuracy, neglecting phenomena such as multiple scattering and surface self-shadowing. A simulation based on the scalar wave distributed point source method (DPSM) is presented as an alternative which is computationally more efficient than fully meshed numerical methods while obtaining greater accuracy than approximate analytical techniques. Comparison is made to simulated results obtained using the finite element method for a sinusoidally periodic surface where scattering only occurs in two dimensions, showing very good agreement (<0.2 dB). In addition to twodimensional scattering, comparison to experimental results is also carried out for scattering in three dimensions when the surface has a Gaussian roughness distribution. Results indicate that for two-dimensional scattering and for rough surfaces with a correlation length equal to the incident wavelength (λ) and a root mean square height less than 0.2λ, the scalar wave approximation predicts reflected pulse shape change and envelope amplitudes generally to within 1 dB. Comparison between transducers within a three-element array also illustrate the sensitivity pulse amplitude can have to sensor position above a rough surface, differing by as much as 17 dB with a positional change of just 1.25λ.
I. Introduction T he complexity associated with accurately modeling waves scattering from periodic and rough surfaces have made it a focal point within many scientific disciplines. Early attempts at solving the problem toward the end of the 19th century centered on the reflection of acoustic waves from the surface of the sea [1] . since then, applications involving different waves traveling within varied media have led to the development of many different scattering methodologies, each attempting to solve the problem as efficiently as possible within acceptable error bounds. The primary requirement for a short simulation time is a direct result of the statistical nature of rough surfaces; simulating the result from many statistically similar surfaces provides the average response, also referred to as the ensemble average. However, this requirement of short simulation time is often associated with approximations which neglect certain scattering phenomena, most notably multiple scattering and surface shadowing at low grazing angles to reduce simulation complexity. a semianalytical simulation technique based on the distributed point source method (dPsM) is presented which includes such phenomena while carrying out field computations only along the boundaries of the simulated domain. This improves upon the accuracy of conventional approximate analytical solutions, and upon the efficiency of numerical methods which require full mesh generation and often absorbing boundaries [2] .
The practical motivation behind the work presented in this paper is the measurement of wall thickness loss using ultrasound within the petrochemical and power generation industries, which is commonly used in assessing the structural integrity of plant components. additional to safety implications, failures caused by excessive corrosion of pipes and pressure vessels within such environments can incur large financial costs because of lost revenue and required maintenance. High temperatures (typically >500°c) and corrosive working fluids lead to accelerated wall loss [3] , [4] ; measurements should therefore be taken as frequently as possible to produce accurate corrosion rate predictions. recent development of an ultrasonic sensor which can be installed on components at temperatures in excess of 500°c [5] has made permanent monitoring of wall thickness possible. It operates by transmitting an ultrasonic sH wave pulse down a thermally isolating waveguide into the high-temperature environment and measuring the time it takes for the pulse to return once it has been reflected by the inner surface of the wall. The form of this inner surface can have a dramatic influence on the shape of the reflected pulse, potentially causing errors in thickness measurement [6] . The operating principles of the sensor are shown in Fig. 1(a) alongside an example simulated signal which would be received by the pitch-catch setup and used to calculate the wall thickness.
Features of the specific monitoring situation being investigated make our approach to obtaining simulated results differ from the majority of literature investigating rough surface scattering. Most notably, analysis will be carried out in three dimensions and only on time-domain signals because it is reflected pulse shape change that has the greatest impact on sensor performance. The complexity associated with this approach makes elastody- namic investigations using numerical techniques such as the finite element method (FEM) impossible to carry out using available computational resources and commercial software packages (see, for example, [7] ), limiting simulated results to scalar waves only. However, because scalar waves can be used to accurately simulate oblique incidence sH wave scattering from one-dimensional surfaces [8] , it is the view of the authors that neglecting mode conversion effects from two-dimensional surfaces will provide simulated results which capture most of the physical interactions occurring at the scattering surface. The primary purpose of this paper is therefore to demonstrate this by investigating the validity of the scalar wave approximation to simulate sH wave scattering from one-dimensional and two-dimensional surfaces by comparison to experimental results. In doing so, the potential for large variability in recorded signal shape will also be presented as both sensor position and surface rms height changes. The starting point for investigations is the description of a semi-analytical simulation based on the dPsM which is introduced as an alternative to the more conventional approximate analytical and numerical methods used in rough surface scattering literature. subsequent validation of the method is carried out by comparing pulse shape changes expected when scattering occurs from a onedimensional (or corrugated) sinusoidal surface using the FEM and experimental results. In a previous publication by the authors, it was shown that the Kirchhoff approximation breaks down when larger surface rms height values are encountered [6] . Furthermore, the Kirchhoff approximation is most often used in conjunction with the farfield approximation [9] which is violated when considering rough surfaces with large areas that are illuminated by the diverging beam of the transducer [10] , therefore simulations based on the Kirchhoff approximation were not attempted. The validity of extending the scalar wave approximation to two-dimensional surfaces is then investigated by comparison to experimental results obtained when scattering occurs from a rough surface with increasing rms height. It should be noted that although the practical application under investigation is that of ultrasonic sH wave pulse scattering, the simulated model described is equally valid wherever the scalar wave approximation can be made, for instance, when considering electromagnetic or any other acoustic wave.
II. Background
The state of every surface of an object is by definition rough, from the microscopic scales caused by irregularities in material structure, up to the macroscopic scales. applications which involve inspecting surfaces using waves span many scientific disciplines from elastic waves in solid bodies to electromagnetic waves in vacuum. Wave scattering caused by surface roughness can have a large impact on accuracy within such applications; the extent of which is directly related to the wavelength and the associated roughness scales being encountered. The complex nature of this scattering process and the need for detailed understanding has led to many different simulation methods being proposed. What follows is a brief review of techniques used to simulate wave scattering from complex boundaries, as well as a description of numerically generated rough surfaces (see, for example, [11] [12] [13] [14] for more detailed reviews).
A. Rough Surface Properties
a considerable amount of literature exists describing different types of rough surfaces and methods of numerically generating their shapes [14] . The corrosive processes forming the surfaces investigated in this paper are assumed to progress as a collection of random events which, over a long enough time scale, combine to obey Gaussian statistics. This is often the case even if the localized events do not follow such statistics [15] . In its simplest form, the probability density function of the surface height h is given by
where σ is the rms height controlling the vertical deviation of the surface from the mean plane. To create features along the surface in the horizontal direction, the set of normally distributed random numbers which are located at positions defined by x are correlated with themselves using a Gaussian-weighted function C(x, z), defined using the correlation length λ 0 :
as such, the values of σ and λ 0 provide control over the statistics of the generated rough surface; different surfaces with similar statistics can thus be generated simply by changing the initial set of random numbers. For further information on numerical generation of rough surfaces, please see [15] . The length scales of interest in this paper were defined during a review of similar literature [16] and by measurement of real corroded samples, ensuring realistic changes would be observed in the measured ultrasonic data. This lead to rms height and correlation length values of approximately σ < λ/5 and λ 0 ≈ λ, respectively.
B. Rough Surface Scattering Models
The reflection of an incident scalar wave ψ inc (r′) from a closed boundary S can be described using the Helmholtz scattering formula given by
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where the total field is evaluated at a point r′, and r is a point on the boundary. The scattered field depends on the free-space Greens function G(|r′ − r|) and the total field along the boundary, as well as the values of their derivatives, where n refers to the unit inner normal. The different approaches attempting to solve (3) can be broadly split into two main categories: those which use approximations to simplify analytical scattering models and those requiring no approximation, which includes numerical and boundary integral equation (BIE) methods. In the absence of sufficient computational capabilities, the majority of early literature focused on approximate analytical solutions which aimed to reduce complexity, albeit at the loss of generality or accuracy. Elfouhaily and Guérin [12] estimate that more than twenty different models exist in literature with little information pertaining to the conditions under which each can be applied and assumed valid. Kirchhoff theory, which is one of the most commonly implemented, approximates the derivative of the wavefield along the boundary by assuming that at each point the reflecting surface acts as an infinite plane reflector with an orientation equal to that of the boundary. splitting scattered field contributions up in this manner represents the main drawback of this and many other approximate analytical solutions to the scattering integral: any components which have interacted with the boundary multiple times are not calculated. Without alteration, phenomena such as surface self-shadowing and diffraction are also generally not well modeled using such approaches, limiting the levels of surface roughness which can be investigated. Information regarding the validity of the Kirchhoff approximation can be found in [17] and [18] .
numerical techniques such as the FEM require no assumptions to be made about the field along the reflecting boundary, making the solution exact within stability limits, representing their main advantage over approximate analytical techniques. Field variables are calculated at many nodal points, making up a mesh which discretizes the entire region of interest, often including absorbing boundaries to damp out any unwanted reflections. Zhang et al. [19] apply the efficient frequency domain FEM model described by Velichko et al. [2] to the calculation of the far-field scattering matrix of longitudinal waves from rough defects and comparing results when using the Kirchhoff approximation. constructing the mesh only within the near field of the defect and using absorbing boundaries in the method described improves efficiency over the standard FEM; in general, however, any method requiring mesh generation around defects still requires greater computational effort than those which calculate field variables only along the boundaries. For three-dimensional scattering, these computational requirements are particularly apparent, making numerical methods unsuitable for the investigations carried out in this paper.
The final approach to solving (3) involves formulating a BIE based on the boundary conditions of a rough surface between two homogeneous media which can either be solved directly or by optimizing the solution from a set of fictitious point sources [14] . direct solution of the analytical expression at a rough boundary is incredibly complex, and as such, no widely implemented solutions exist. desanto [20] presents a BIE for scalar wave scattering from infinite rough surfaces using the analytical expressions in their exact form, finding that the solution reduces down to that expected from a planar reflector at the flat surface limit. However, for dirichelet boundary conditions it was found that a hypersingular integral equation results, making the algebra far more complex. specifying the incident wave to be a plane wave also makes the approach unsuitable for the investigations carried out in this paper. a method was thus developed using the dPsM [21] which solves the BIE through semi-analytical means by specifying fictitious point sources which are in close proximity to the boundaries.
C. The Distributed Point Source Method
Initially proposed by Placko and Kundu in 2000, the dPsM is a semi-analytical simulation technique which has been developed to model magnetic, electrostatic, electromagnetic, and ultrasonic problems [21] . Focusing on acoustic and elastodynamic ultrasonic waves, it has been applied to problems including beam profile modeling in homogeneous and layered structures [22] , [23] , as well as scattering caused by singular and multiple elliptical cavities within semi-infinite and plate-like structures [24] , [25] . It operates by placing point sources within close proximity to boundaries; by using the known boundary conditions, the complex amplitudes of these point sources can be calculated and are subsequently used to propagate the wavefield to any set of target points within the problem domain. Using the analytical solution of a point source directly in this manner avoids meshing, improving computational efficiency when compared with fully meshed numerical techniques, particularly when considering large three-dimensional problem geometries or long time scales. Kundu et al. [7] compare the time taken to calculate the pressure field transmitted by a square transducer in three dimensions, showing that the dPsM is around three orders of magnitude faster and more stable than the FEM. The dPsM model presented in this paper has been developed to efficiently simulate scattering of scalar wave pulses from traction-free rough surfaces in three dimensions while including both multiple scattering and surface self-shadowing phenomena, which it is ideally suited to solve. The main weaknesses of the presented formulation are that it cannot handle elastic wave scattering; however this is believed not to cause large errors when close to normal incidence cases are simulated. The dPsM also results in fully populated matrices which can be computationally expensive to evaluate (see section III-d).
III. simulation accurately simulating ultrasound scattering in three dimensions is a challenging prospect, particularly when considering shear horizontal elastodynamic waves where coupling between longitudinal and shear vertical wave modes occur along rough boundaries. The associated computational load requirements would make the simulation prohibitively slow for an ensemble average investigation. a feature of the sH wave polarization transmitted by the waveguide transducer (details of which can be found in [5] ) was therefore exploited to simplify the problem dramatically from an elastodynamic approach to that of scalar wave propagation. Polarized along the thicker dimension, coupling between wave modes only occurs at features varying in the same axis making the scalar wave approximation valid for two-dimensional scattering [26] and potentially close to valid in three dimensions, dependent on feature size and incidence angle (only near normal incidence is analyzed in this paper). Fig. 2 illustrates the difference in scattering geometry in each case. determining the validity of the scalar-wave approximation for modeling sH wave scattering in both situations by comparison to experimental results is one of the main goals of the work presented in this paper.
A. Monochromatic Matrix Formulation
similar in theory to Huygens' principle, the dPsM calculates the field at any particular point in space as the summation of contributions from many point sources making up a wavefront or boundary. In the case of twodimensional scattering, these point sources are taken as infinitely long cylindrical line sources, which for purely diverging waves take the form of a Hankel function of the second kind [27] :
where ψ is the pressure at a distance r, k f is the wavenumber, A is a constant defining the complex amplitude of the transmitted wave and subscript m refers to the point source number. Eq. (4) describes propagation in the near and far field; however, if calculations are only being carried out in the far field, a simplification can be made.
where i = −1 and
When considering scattering in three dimensions, the equation of a point source transmitting a spherical wave must be used:
If M source points make up a particular boundary or wavefront, the total field at target point n is the summation of contributions from all point sources:
If multiple target points exist, a matrix equation can be formed to calculate the contribution of each of the M point sources at each of the N target points:
where Bold variables refer to matrix quantities, r m n is the distance between point source m and target point n, subscript s refers to the point sources, and subscript T refers to the target points. Eq. (10) refers to the far-field case for scattering in two dimensions; substituting (4) or (7) into (10) converts it for solving two-dimensional near-field or three-dimensional scattering problems, respectively.
B. Boundary Conditions
The dPsM differs from other point source superposition theories in the way in which it satisfies boundary conditions. referring to (5) and (7), it is clear that an infinite discontinuity occurs at zero propagation distance. Placing point sources on a boundary would therefore make satisfying boundary conditions impossible. similar to the method of fictitious sources used for electromagnetic wave scattering [28] , the dPsM avoids this problem by moving the point sources outside the region of interest, placing them a short distance r s from the boundary. Fig. 3 illustrates the geometry of the dPsM model in three dimensions, showing a row of active point sources which make up the transmitting transducer and a surface of passive point sources making up the reflecting inner surface of the wall, also referred to as the interface. active sources are so called because their amplitude is calculated based on a user-defined input pressure boundary condition along boundary s1 (Ψ s1 ). By calculating the Q matrix responsible for propagating waves from boundary s2 to boundary s1 (Q s1s2 ), the amplitudes required to satisfy this boundary condition can be calculated using
Point source amplitudes in A s2 can therefore be used to propagate the arbitrary wavefield into the region of interest while satisfying the boundary condition along boundary s1. The passive point sources placed on boundary I2 act only to reflect incident waves originating from boundary s2. as such, for a single backwall reflection (see [21, p. 114 ] for details of multiple reflection between boundary s1 and I1), the boundary condition can be satisfied by matching the field produced by the passive sources to that of the incident field on boundary I1 multiplied by the appropriate reflection coefficients, as given by 
The incident angle θ 1 and the transmitted angle θ 2 are measured from the surface normal and ρ and c refer to the density and the wavespeed in the respective media. The acoustic impedance of steel (medium 1) is assumed to be much higher than that of the working fluid (medium 2) acting to corrode the inner surface of the wall; therefore, the reflection coefficient can be assumed to be −1 at all angles of incidence. This significantly reduces the complexity of calculating wave components which have reflected multiple times around features on the surface, all of which are inherently included in (14) without the need for recalculation of incident angles at every reflection. Equating fields along boundary I1
where Q matrix subscripts should be inferred from Fig. 3 .
The total field at any point within the region of interest is then the summation of the incident field transmitted by the active point sources and the reflected field transmitted by the passive point sources.
during the derivation of (15), no prior assumptions about the form of the incident field or surface gradients were made, representing the main advantage over approximate analytical solutions to rough surface scattering by including effects such as multiple scattering, surface shadowing, and edge diffraction. However, care must be taken when discretizing boundaries; use too few point sources and accuracy will decrease, use too many and simulation time will needlessly increase. a process of ensuring numerical convergence was carried out using planar reflectors to assess the point source separation below which simulated results varied only slightly. This gave similar conclusions to those drawn by Kundu et al. [7] which suggest that a should be a maximum of λ/3, which for the 2-MHz center frequency under investigation (λ = 1.6 mm) equates to a point source separation of 540 μm; however, these studies considered only planar boundaries and it was found that complex surfaces caused increasing amplitude fluctuations between neighboring point sources as the radius of curvature decreased. as such, the distance between point sources was decreased as much as possible to 100 μm (a = λ/16), limited by the memory constraints of the computer and size of the surface being investigated (see section III-d). In two dimensions, the density could be doubled with a separation of 50 μm (a = λ/32) while still providing a very rapid simulation time. similar separation between mesh nodes could be expected when using the FEM in similar situations where mesh refinement is required around complex geometries [29] .
The value of r s is often calculated by equating the hemispherical area of the point source in three dimensions to the effective area the point source is taking up on the surface (r s = a/ 2π from [7] , [21, p. 30] ). Even when equating areas in this manner, the dPsM still suffers from errors in amplitude caused by boundary conditions only being truly satisfied at certain points along a surface. rahani et al. [30] offer a solution to this by introducing child sources around each parent source with Gaussian amplitude distributions to more closely satisfy boundary conditions between parent sources. The extra computations associated with this method were regarded as unnecessary because it is relative rather than absolute amplitudes which are being investigated in this paper.
For the two-dimensional case, it was found that equating areas gave little advantage over simply placing the sources in very close proximity to the boundaries (r s = λ/1000). additionally, previous work has shown that with sufficient discretization along the surface, the solution of the two-dimensional case required no scaling to match results produced using the FEM [6] . More information on point source positioning along boundaries and the impact on simulation error can be found in [21, ch. 1] and [31] .
C. Time-Domain Signal
The description of the simulation in sections III-a and III-B is based on monochromatic wave scattering. To extend this to the time domain and investigate reflected pulse shape changes, first the incident pulse f (t) must be separated into its constituent frequencies F(ω) using the Fourier transform. The monochromatic formulation can then be applied to each frequency using the amplitude and phase information contained in F(ω) to define the boundary condition along boundary s1. subsequent conversion to the time domain at each target point is carried out using the inverse Fourier transform. Through this process, the reflected signal is calculated at many target points making up the assumed rectangular contact patch of the receiving waveguide. To produce a single simulated signal, an average of each of these constituents must be calculated based on the transduction properties of the waveguide. cegla [32] has shown that wave propagation along wide and thin waveguides can be accurately modeled by assuming plane strain conditions within wide plates remote from any edge effects. Fig. 4 shows the normalized displacement profile of a 2-MHz sH0* (the * representing a strip mode) plane wave propagating within a steel plate measuring 15 mm in width as calculated using disperse (Imperial college london, london, UK), giving a good estimate of the amplitude distribution as the pulse travels down the waveguide. once the constituent signals are weighted based on their location within the contact patch, they are averaged to give an estimate of the final signal detected by the piezoelectric element.
D. Model Size Considerations
The separation between the transmitting and receiving elements of the sensor is 2 mm and the transmitted pulse is an sH wave 5-cycle Hanning-windowed toneburst with a center frequency of 2 MHz and a velocity of 3260 m·s −1 . To ensure sufficient separation between the surface skimming wave traveling directly from the transmitter to the receiver and the backwall reflection, a wall thickness greater than 5 mm is required. a thickness of 10 mm was specified because it was within the operational range of the sensor and provided good quality signals for comparison to simulated results. To include the majority of the reflected signal up to the start of the second backwall reflection, a simulated signal length of 10 μs was defined, resulting in the x-axis length of the reflecting surface to be 28 mm (17λ). The z-axis surface length was specified by inspection of the beam profile in the yz-plane; a value of 16 mm (10λ) ensured the simulated result would be almost identical to that of an infinite surface.
The simulation was written using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., natick, Ma) because it is suited to matrix manipulation and already contained many of the required functions, including the FFT, IFFT, and Hankel function. The generalized minimum residual (GMres [33] ) method was used to solve (14) to decrease simulation time as much as possible. running different frequency components in parallel on 12 processors also improved speed; however when using a point source separation of 100 μm, it was found that memory requirements exceeded what was available on the machine which had 256 GB random access memory and 4 quad-core 2.7-GHz processors (aMd opteron, sunnyvale, ca). Therefore, a method was sought which could improve computational efficiency with minimum impact on simulated result accuracy.
The majority of the time taken is during the solution of (14) when large matrices are being considered. similar in theory to the beam superposition technique [34] a method of subdividing the singular large surface into many sections was developed which could decrease memory allocation requirements. during solution, the incident field remained constant and the reflected field from each section of the surface was calculated and summed in the frequency domain at all of the receiving target points. subsequent conversion to the time domain results in a signal which in theory would have reflected from the original surface, minus any interactions between sections such as multiple scattering. In reality, the major source of error originates from large calculated amplitudes along edges caused by disregarding reflected contributions from other sections of the surface. Fig. 5(a) shows how the shape of the reflected pulse from a flat reflector with a passive point source separation of 200 μm changes as the number of sections is increased, and Fig. 5(b) compares the time taken and the average absolute difference in amplitude. The impact on simulation time is considerable; decreasing to 5% of the time that would be required for the original surface simply by splitting it into two sections. The associated difference in pulse shape is also very slight for section areas below 20%, being on average below 0.15 dB for all frequency components within a 20 dB bandwidth of the center frequency. above this point, differences start to increase rapidly; therefore during all subsequent work presented in this paper, this method was used to split original surfaces into 5 sections, incurring minimal error while decreasing simulation times by approximately 95%.
IV. Experiments
Two experiments were performed to investigate the validity of the scalar wave assumption for simulating sH wave scattering in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional scattering scenarios. The apparatus used in each case remained the same, although the machined reflecting surface shapes differed as described in sections IV-a and IV-B.
although the sensor itself only requires two waveguides to function, an array of three was used in each experiment to provide information about the positional sensitivity of the sensor, allowing comparison of pulse shape changes at different positions. The pitch between the waveguides was 2 mm, mimicking the setup of the actual sensor and a TiePiescoPE Hs805 (TiePie Engineering, sneek, The netherlands) performed the roles of function generator and digital data acquisition unit controlled using Matlab. a 10-mm-thick mild steel plate provided the test specimen into which the backwall profiles described in sections IV-a and IV-B were machined using a cnc milling machine. The profiles were machined in stages and ultrasonic signals for all possible send-receive combinations between the transducers were acquired at the end of each stage. Fig.  6 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup, as well as a photograph of the work-holding jig with the waveguides and test sample attached after the final stage of the experiment described in section IV-B.
A. Two-Dimensional Surface
The amplitude and phase variation exhibited by pulses reflecting from rough surfaces with the same underlying statistics can be very high, especially when considering results for the two-dimensional case where a lack of spatial averaging of the received waveform across the width of the transducer amplifies the effects of roughness [6] . For this reason, a sinusoidal surface was chosen to produce repeatable results with potentially high shape variability based on sensor position. The equation for a sinusoidal surface is given by
where σ is the rms height and λ s is the wavelength of the sinusoidal profile. The pitch of the waveguides suggested the wavelength of the sinusoidal surface to be 4 mm, positioned such that one pair of waveguides was incident directly above a trough in the surface and the other pair directly over a peak. a maximum rms height of 0.3 mm (σ = λ/5) was defined based on the minimum radius of curvature of the sinusoid and the dimensions of the ball nose milling cutter used during machining (2 mm diameter). The sinusoidal surface shown in Fig. 7(a) was then machined in rms height increments of 0.04 mm while signals were acquired throughout. The mean plane of the surface was adjusted by 0.04 2 mm for each cad file to ensure the full sinusoid was machined into the material.
B. Three-Dimensional Surface
a surface with a Gaussian roughness profile was selected for the three-dimensional scattering experiment to more closely approximate the impact real corrosion can have on reflected pulse shape. For two-dimensional scattering from rough surfaces, the coherent component of the signal drops significantly (approximately 7 to 13 dB depending on the type of scattered wave) when σ = λ/10, while the incoherent component increases and acts to distort the shape of the reflected pulse [6] , [15] . Therefore, a maximum rms height of 0.3 mm (σ ≈ λ/5) was defined to ensure almost all signal coherence was lost by the end of the experiment. a correlation length of 1.6 mm (λ 0 = λ) resulted from calculations of the minimum radius of curvature of the surface, the milling cutter dimensions, and the objective of minimizing correlation length.
one objective of this experiment was to test the capability of the simulation when predicting reflected pulse shapes in a worst-case scenario; this was defined as the surface which exhibited the greatest pulse amplitude difference between neighboring waveguide pairs. a surface shape was chosen from a pool of 50 simulated surfaces with rms heights of 0.2 mm and correlation lengths of 1.6 mm. The surface that showed the most signal variation between neighboring waveguide positions in the dPsM simulation was chosen and scaled to vary from rms 0.02 to 0.3 mm. Each of these surfaces was then sequentially machined into the test sample and dPsM simulations for the same surfaces were carried out. similarly to the sinusoid surface, the mean plane was adjusted to ensure the entire surface was machined based on the lowest point when viewed by the array. Fig. 7(b) shows a plan view of the depth of the selected surface after the final stage of machining as specified using Matlab. The rectangles shown on Fig. 7 are the approximate positions of the three waveguide contact patches before the experiments were carried out. The estimation of location and contact patch size can only be approximated beforehand because of difficulties in accurately positioning the array and evenly applying contact pressure to all three waveguides using the welded studs. However, shear couplant which was primarily applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired signals also aided in determining the true location of the array. The areas of highest contact pressure were clearly visible in the couplant once the array was removed, giving an indication of contact patch dimensions and positions. This couplant is not required in field installations where more contact force can be applied to improve coupling.
V. results
comparison of experimental results to those produced by the dPsM simulation for two-dimensional and threedimensional scattering scenarios was carried out to validate the simulation for use when considering the many other possible geometries of rough surfaces. additionally, for the two-dimensional scenario in which numerical methods can be readily applied, finite element method (FEM) simulations were performed to further verify the accuracy of the signals produced using the dPsM simulation. The signal that results from reflection from a flat surface was taken as reference signal (s ref ) for all other measurements and their reported amplitudes were normalized to this reference signal. signal s jl refers to the waveform received at waveguide j when a pulse is transmitted from waveguide l. The length of the waveguide transducers meant that small temperature fluctuations during the course of each experiment changed the position of both the surface wave and backwall reflection within the received signal by up to 0.1 μs. This was corrected using the temperature compensation method described by croxford et al. [36] by matching the surface wave within the current signal to that of the reference signal since it should not change between measurements. This allowed changes in the signal caused by the increase in rms height of the reflecting surface to be isolated from those caused by external environmental factors.
A. Sinusoidal Surface
signals acquired while carrying out the experiment described in section IV-a when the rms height was 0.12, 0.2, and 0.28 mm are shown in Fig. 8 alongside results simulated using the two-dimensional scattering dPsM model. The reflected signal for the waveguide pair directly above the trough in the sinusoidal surface is s 12 , with s 32 being the signal reflected directly from a peak in the surface. For the simulated results, a contact patch width for each waveguide was defined as 0.5 mm and the received signal was taken as the average response over all target points making up the contact patch. The dPsM simulation took just 3 s to calculate each signal, indicating the computational efficiency of the method.
comparing results as rms height increases it is clear that the simplified scalar wave approach captures the majority of the physical interactions occurring during reflection at the sinusoidal surface; for instance, the envelope of s 12 , which initially increases in amplitude as a single peak, then decreases in amplitude, splitting into two peaks with the later arriving wave packet constructively interfering to subsequently increase in amplitude, a shape change predicted by the simulation. similarly, for s 32 , the simulation predicts the initial decrease in envelope amplitude and subsequent increase, as well as the significant elongation of the reflected pulse caused by energy being backscattered from points on the surface further from the receiver. differences do exist however, which we think are primarily caused by insufficient mode purity within the waveguide transducers. arrivals of these unwanted modes are evident immediately before and after the first backwall reflection in the recorded signals, as shown in Fig.  8(a) . cegla [32] reports that similar waveguide transducers transmit modes other than sH0*, which are around 30 dB weaker than the reflection seen from the end of the waveguide within the pulse echo signal. In the experiment that was carried out, it was found that these modes have a greater impact, introducing artifacts between the surface wave and backwall reflection which are on average around 22 dB weaker than the reference signal and can act to constructively or destructively interfere with the reflected pulse. This source of error is represented on Fig.  9 as error bars, illustrating the envelope maximum amplitude bounds within which the simulated results would be expected to lie as rms height increases. results for rms heights lower than 0.12 mm are not shown in Fig. 9 because the caM software was unable to accurately create the required tool paths based on a visual inspection of the machined surfaces.
The results in Fig. 9 show that pulse amplitude predictions are almost indistinguishable between the FEM and the dPsM at all rms heights, with a maximum difference of 0.2 dB for s 12 at an rms height of 0.24 mm. The explicit FEM simulation run using abaqus (dassault systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) required a 5 ns time step and 360 000 acoustic quadrilateral elements, resulting in a simulation time of 130 s, two orders of magnitude slower than the equivalent dPsM simulation on the same machine. comparison to experimental results indicates that the amplitude change is accurately predicted for s 32 to within 0.9 dB at all rms heights; however, agreement is not as close for s 12 . a difference in contact or transducer quality between the waveguide pairs are the most likely causes, indicated by a 20% decrease in amplitude of the reference signal between waveguides 1 and 2 when compared with the reference signal between waveguides 3 and 2. However, the general reflection amplitude trends in both cases are predicted well, as well as the pulse shapes shown in Fig. 8 , indicating the scalar wave assumption for two-dimensional scattering of sH waves is valid with the potential for reducing simulation complexity dramatically.
B. Rough Surface
The position of the array and size of the waveguide contact patches were determined by inspection of the shear couplant which remained on the surface of the test sample once the array was removed. an average contact patch measuring 0.5 × 7 mm was defined for each of the waveguides which were offset from their intended position above the center of the rough surface by 2 mm in the z-direction (see Fig. 7 ). These measurements were subsequently used to produce the simulated signals using the dPsM simulation for scattering in three dimensions. Following the method described in section III-d, a simulation time of around 1500 s was achieved, making ensemble averaging of rough surface signals a viable option for future investigations into three-dimensional scattering. a comparison of experimental and simulated signals at rms heights of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mm is shown in Fig. 10 for both of the waveguide pairs within the array. The large difference in amplitude between s 12 and s 32 which was predicted as an extreme case and used to select this specific rough surface is evident in both the simulated and experimental signals. at an rms height of 0.2 mm, s 12 has almost disappeared, dropping in amplitude by 15 dB because of destructive interference, whereas s 32 looks relatively similar to s ref , with an amplitude increase of 1 dB. over the range of rms heights, the predicted envelope shapes are very similar to experimental results; for example, s 12 reduces in amplitude dramatically and stretches along the time axis, caused by multiple scattering and backscattering of the pulse from areas further from the receiver. In contrast, s 32 retains a pulse-like shape, initially increasing in amplitude but eventually reducing in amplitude, also exhibiting signs of pulse elongation. similar to results in section V-a, unwanted modes traveling within the waveguides around 22 dB weaker than the reference signal can be observed preceding the backwall reflection, changing the shape of the recorded pulse.
The maximum amplitude of the envelopes of each of the waveguide pairs recorded during the experiment as the rms height of the rough surface is increased by increments of 0.02 mm is shown in Fig. 11 alongside simulated results. The error bars represent the weaker unwanted mode signals evident between the surface wave and backwall reflection which corrupt the true shape of the reflected sH wave pulse. The predicted amplitude change of s 12 is within these error bounds, dropping rapidly by a maximum of 18 dB over the range of rms heights investigated. The amplitude change for s 32 is also well predicted to within 1.4 dB at all rms heights; however, some results are outside the error bounds, indicating other sources of error for which there are multiple possibilities. Most likely is incorrectly specifying the contact shape and dimensions of each of the waveguides during simulation; unlike the rectangular contacts of equal size which were defined, inspection of the shear couplant suggests elliptical ends to the contacts with varying dimensions between waveguides. However, the similarity of results for this simplified case proved sufficient for our purposes.
The similarity of experimental and simulated results shows that the scalar wave assumption is valid in this case for sH wave scattering from a rough surface with a correlation length of 1.6 mm (λ 0 = λ) and rms heights less than 0.3 mm (σ <≈ λ/5), suggesting it too is valid for similar surfaces and those with reduced roughness and mode conversion effects along the reflecting surface. additional experimental results would be required to accurately define Fig. 9 . comparison of the maximum envelope amplitude measured experimentally and calculated using the two-dimensional FEM and dPsM simulations for both waveguide pairs within the 3-waveguide array. Error bars represent the −22 dB amplitude error that could be introduced by unwanted modes traveling within the waveguides. s jl refers to the waveform received at waveguide j when a pulse is transmitted from waveguide l.
validity under increased roughness conditions and other sH wave transducer types. The results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 should be taken as being close to a worst-case scenario for the amplitude and pulse shape variation that could be observed between neighboring waveguide positions. Based on simulated results, the pulses received at each position are in general more similar and amplitudes tend to lie between the bounds indicated on Fig. 11 .
VI. conclusion
In this paper, a simulation based on the semi-analytical mesh-free dPsM has been presented as a more accurate and efficient alternative to conventional methods used for modeling the ultrasonic scattered response from rough surfaces. When scattering occurs only in two dimensions from a sinusoidally periodic surface, the technique was found to produce results which were almost indistinguishable from those calculated using the FEM while incurring an order of magnitude reduction in required simulation time. Techniques such as beam superposition, frequency component parallelization, and GMres all combine to produce a very efficient simulation which was applied to the scattering of scalar wave pulses from rough surfaces in three dimensions, resulting in a simulation time of less than 30 min for a surface measuring 10 × 17λ. comparison to experimental results indicate that for surfaces with roughness satisfying σ ≤ λ/5 and λ 0 = λ, sH wave scattering is accurately modeled using the scalar wave approximation. considering a periodic sinusoidal surface in two dimensions and a rough surface in three dimensions, general trends in reflected pulse shape change as rms height increases are predicted well, with envelope maximum amplitudes being within 1.4 dB under all conditions and in general much closer. comparison of results between neighboring transducer pairs in a three-waveguide array illustrates the positional dependence a wall-thickness sensor can exhibit when incident upon a rough surface, differing by as much as 17 dB in amplitude with a change in position of 2 mm (=1.25λ 0 ). Finally, it should be noted that these results are based on a single rough surface selected specifically to exhibit large differences in amplitude between positions as a worst-case scenario. reflected pulse shape is dependent on many factors, including incident frequency, sensor lo- Fig. 10 . Experimental signals showing the reflected sH wave pulse from a rough surface with a correlation length of 1.6 mm and rms heights of (a) 0.1 mm, (b) 0.2 mm, and (c) 0.3 mm. simulated signals obtained using the scalar wave dPsM model from the same surface with rms heights of (d) 0.1 mm, (e) 0.2 mm, and (f) 0.3 mm. s jl refers to the waveform received at waveguide j when a pulse is transmitted from waveguide l. Fig. 11 . comparison of the maximum envelope amplitude measured experimentally and calculated using the dPsM simulation for both waveguide pairs within the 3 waveguide array. Error bars represent the −22 dB amplitude error that could be introduced by unwanted modes traveling within the waveguides. s jl refers to the waveform received at waveguide j when a pulse is transmitted from waveguide l.
cation, and contact dimensions, as well as the statistics of the roughness being considered, all of which can be investigated quickly and accurately using the simulation method described. references
